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2 October 2014 

 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

 

INTRODUCING Edward Watson 

AUTHORISED ANGEL FLIGHT AUSTRALIA ‘Collections’ 

 

Thank you for taking the time to learn about Angel Flight Australia. 

 

Edward Watson is one of our ground volunteers who are affectionately known as ‘Earth Angels’.   

 

Edward has been authorised to coordinate the Team Noble Worldflight 2015. Angel Flight will receive proceeds 

from this activity. 

 

For your information the funds donated to Angel Flight are used to pay for: 

 

 100% of fuel used by pilots when they conduct an Angel flight; 

 

 specially discounted commercial flights in the event of long haul missions; Capital City transfers where a 

commercial flight is a much more economical option; selected respite flights; or when poor weather 

conditions prevent light aircraft from flying; and 

 

 the Angel Flight Australia Support Centre that runs on a very small infrastructure, with six full time Co-

ordinators as paid staff. 

 

Here is a quick overview of the ongoing growth of Angel Flight Australia est. April 2003: 

 

 Angel Flight pilots donate their skill and the bulk of their aircraft operating expenses to help people in need 

tackle the tyranny of distance to receive non-emergency medical or humanitarian help, which would 

otherwise be out of their reach. 

 

 We have recently flown our 14,500th Angel flight mission helping financially needy people with kidney and 

liver failures, cancer, rickets, aortic stenosis, cystic fibrosis, leukaemia and more. 

 

 We have nearly 2,600 volunteer pilots registered from all over Australia and can accept missions from and 

to almost anywhere within Australia. 

 

 We now have the capacity to coordinate up to twenty flights per day, Australia wide.  

 

Any support you can provide will be greatly appreciated, even if it is to help ‘spread the word’ so those in need 

become aware of the FREE service being offered. 

 

Most sincerely, 

 

 
 

Bill Bristow 

Chairman 

 

*This Authority expires 31
st
 December 2015 


